For your preliminary assessment, submit to the dropbox prelim:
submit cs201 lusth prelim
You will be in charge of your own testing, so have a makefile rule called test. Here is a sample rule:

test : trees
  @echo testing BST
  @echo
cat data
  @echo
cat commands
  @echo
timeout 2s trees -b data commands
  @echo
  @echo testing AVL
  @echo
timeout 2s trees -a data commands

The timeout 2s at the front of the call to trees ensures the program stops running after two seconds.

You can (and should) have multiple tests, both big and small. Don't do any tests that take longer than two seconds, though.

---

Just to clarify, after the postponements and the website being down, what date and time are the preliminary assignment and the final assignment due? And what is required for our preliminary submission to include?

---

The preliminary assessment runs a simple test of mine. It's up to you to figure out if you are satisfied by the result and what to do about it if you are not. I'll run the preliminary test periodically up until the due date.